Background: We aimed to investigate the prognostic value of baseline neutrophil, lymphocyte, and platelet counts along with the neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR) in local and advanced gastric cancer patients. Materials and Methods: In this retrospective cross-sectional study, a total of 103 patients with gastric cancer were included. For all, patient characteristics and overall survival (OS) times were evaluated. Data from a complete blood count test including neutrophil, lymphocyte, monocyte, white blood cell (WBC) and platelet (Plt) count, hemoglobin level (Hb) were recorded, and the NLR and PLR were obtained for every patient prior to pathological diagnosis before any treatment was applied. Results: Of the patients, 53 had local disease, underwent surgery and were administered adjuvant chemoradiotherapy where indicated. The remaining 50 had advanced disease and only received chemotherapy. OS time was 71.6±6 months in local gastric cancer patients group and 15±2 months in the advanced gastric cancer group. Univariate analysis demonstrated that only high platelet count (p=0.013) was associated with better OS in the local gastric cancer patients. In contrast, both low NLR (p=0.029) and low PLR (p=0.012) were associated with better OS in advanced gastric cancer patients. Conclusions: This study demonstrated that NLR and PLR had no effect on prognosis in patients with local gastric cancer who underwent surgery and received adjuvant chemoradiotherapy. In advanced gastric cancer patients, both NLR and PLR had significant effects on prognosis, so they may find application as easily measured prognostic factors for such patients.
Introduction
Gastric cancer is the fourth most common cancer and the second leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide (Herszenyi et al., 2010) . Because the disease is frequently asymptomatic at early stages, it usually diagnoses at advanced stages (Maconi et al., 2008) . Chemotherapy in metastatic gastric cancer patients can improve survival and quality of life, however median overall survival still remains often less than 1 year together with significant side effects (Oba et al., 2013) . The causes of poor prognosis are associated with both tumor-related and host-related factors, especially the systemic inflammatory response (Colotta et al., 2009) .
Systemic inflammatory response to tumors increases metastasis through the inhibition of apoptosis, augmentation of angiogenesis, and DNA damage (Jackson et al., 1997; Jaiswal et al., 2000; Balkwill et al., 2001; Coussens et al., 2002) . It was observed that inflammatory cells accumulating around tumor cells significantly effects the progression of the tumor and the prognosis. When there is lymphocyte infiltration around the tumor, the prognosis of the patient is better than those without infiltration (Kawata et al., 1992) . On the contrary, tissue neutrophilia in the stroma of tumor may lead to poor prognosis (Yamashita et al., 1995) . Increases in neutrophil counts and decreases in lymphocytes counts according to the systemic inflammatory response during the cancer progression process were also reported (Satomi et al., 1995) . It is well known that systemic inflammatory response is closely associated with the progression of cancer. The invasion and metastasis ability of a tumor is dependent on both the intrinsic characteristics of the tumor cells and the tumor microenvironment (Balkwill et al., 2001; Coussens et al., 2002) . In various types of malignancies inflammatory parameters like the modified Glasgow Prognostic Score (mGPS), C-reactive protein (CRP), number of leukocyte, neutrophil, monocyte, lymphocyte, and platelets, neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR), and platelet to lymphocyte ratio (PLR), have been recommended as prognostic factors (Yamanaka et al., 2007; Li et al., 2014) .
In gastric cancer some serum biomarkers are associated with poor prognosis, but they are not useful because of cost and time-consuming (Wurl et al., 1997; Nakajima et al., 1998) . However, currently novel immunological and histological biomarkers have been identified (Bao et al., 2010; Shirai et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011) . It was reported that a high NLR was an independent predictor factor of poor survival in patients with advanced gastric cancer treated with chemotherapy (Li et al., 2014) . NLR also was found to be associated with survival in lung, bladder, gastric, pancreatic, colorectal and ovarian cancers (Walsh et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2010; Proctor et al., 2011; Unal et al., 2013) . Like neutrophil and lymphocyte counts, platelet counts play an important role in prognosis of malignancies. An increase in platelet counts leads tumor progression by enhancing angiogenesis. PLR is suggested to be associated with survival in pancreas, lung and breast cancer. NLR and PLR also were found as predictors for cancer specific survival in renal cancer, gynecological, colorectal, bladder, gastroesophageal, breast, prostatic, and lung cancer (Proctor et al., 2011) .
The aim of this study was to evaluate the prognostic significance of pre-chemotherapy and pre-operative NLR and PLR in local and metastatic gastric cancer and to permit more accurate patient stratification by the way improving clinical decision.
Materials and Methods
This retrospective cross-sectional study was conducted between the years 2006-2013 in the Medical Oncology Department of Ataturk University Faculty of Medicine in Erzurum, Turkey. A total of 103 patients who were diagnosed with gastric cancer were included. Gastric cancer diagnosis was established with imaging methods and histopathological evaluation of endoscopic biopsy materials. Of the patients, 53 had local disease, undergone surgery and were administered adjuvant chemoradiotherapy who were indicated. The other 50 patients had advanced disease and they only received chemotherapy.
Patients with diseases that can effect NLR and PLR including secondary or priory malignancies, hematological diseases, inflammatory diseases, priory chemotherapy history were excluded.
For all patients; gender, age, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status, disease stage, and overall survival times were evaluated. An available complete blood count (CBC) test was obtained from every patient prior to pathological diagnosis before any treatments were applied. CBC parameters including neutrophil, lymphocyte, monocyte, white blood cell (WBC) and platelet (Plt) count, hemoglobin (Hb) level were recorded, and the NLR and PLR were calculated.
Blood samples analyzed by full automatic hematology analyzer named Beckman Coulter LH 780 machine. WBC and dependent tests were measured according to volume, conductivity, and laser scatter basis; Plt was measured with electrical impedance method.
NLR was defined as the ratio of absolute neutrophil count to absolute lymphocyte count; PLR was defined as the ratio of absolute platelet count to absolute lymphocyte count. In previous studies, a NLR cut-off value was used between 2.5-5.0 (Walsh et al., 2005; Yamanaka et al., 2007; Gomez et al., 2008; Aliustaoglu et al., 2010; Shimada et al., 2010; Unal et al., 2013 ) and a PLR cutoff value was used between 150-300 (Aliustaoglu et al., 2010; Unal et al., 2013; Templeton et al., 2014) .We used the medians of distribution as the cut-off values. NLR was categorized into two groups (<2.75 and ≥2.75), and PLR was also categorized into two groups (<170 and ≥170).
Statistical analysis
For statistical analysis SPSS version 20.0 package program (Chicago,IL, USA) was used. Overall survival (OS) time was calculated from date of diagnosis to date of death due to any reason. Univariate survival analysis was performed using the Kaplan-Meier method with the log-rank test to analyze patient outcome. p<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
Results

Patient characteristics
There were 103 patients with the diagnosis of gastric cancer who have satisfied inclusion criteria. Among local gastric cancer patients, there were 53 patients 28 (52.8%) of whom were male and 25 (47.2%) were female. Mean age was 58 years (range 28-78 years).OS time was 71.6±6 months (Figure 1 ).Twenty three (43.4%) patients were ECOG 0, 25 (47.2%) were ECOG 1, and 5 (9.4%) were ECOG 2. Of the patients, 19 (35.8%) were died during follow up.
In advanced gastric cancer patients, there were 50 patients 30 (60%) of whom were male and 20 (40%) were female. Mean age was 65 years (range 40-82 years). OS time was 15±2 months (Figure 1 ). Eight patients (16%) were ECOG 0, 34 (68%) were ECOG 1, and 8 (16%) were ECOG 2. Of the patients 41(82%) were died during follow up.
Systemic inflammatory response variables
We evaluated the neutrophil, lymphocyte, and platelet counts of our patients. The median values of NLR and PLR were 2.75 and 170, respectively. There were 52 (50.5%) patients who had NLR≥2.75 and 51 (49.5%) patients who had PLR≥170.
In local gastric cancer patients group, 8 (15.1%) patients had an elevated neutrophil count, 8 (15.1%) patients had an elevated platelet count, and 3 (5.7%) patients had a decreased lymphocyte count. Among advanced gastric cancer patients, 11 (22%) patients had an elevated neutrophil count, 21 (42%) patients had an elevated platelet count, and 4 (8%) patients had a decreased lymphocyte count.
Effect of systemic inflammatory response variables on OS
The relationship between the demographical features, systemic inflammatory response variables, and OS according to the local or advanced disease status of the patients is demonstrated in Table 1 . The univariate analysis demonstrated that only high platelet count was associated with better OS in local gastric cancer patients group. Contrarily both low NLR and low PLR were associated with better OS in advanced gastric cancer patients group.
Discussion
Gastric cancer is a common cancer and one of the frequent causes of cancer-related death worldwide (Herszenyi et al., 2010) . Advanced stage gastric cancer has a poor prognosis and various factors effect this situation. One of the most important factors among these is systemic inflammatory response including neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR), and platelet to lymphocyte ratio (PLR). Although underlying mechanism is unclear, recent studies reported that elevated pretreatment peripheral blood neutrophil, and platelet counts have been associated with poor survival in several cancers. Similarly, in our study, both in local and advanced gastric cancer patients OS was shorter with higher neutrophil and platelet counts, but in each two groups the difference did not reach statistical significance.
The prognostic significance of an increased NLR has been determined in colorectal cancer, intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, and pancreatic cancer (Walsh et al., 2005; Gomez et al., 2008a; 2008b; An et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010) . Some studies have shown that a high pre-operative NLR has been a useful predictor of survival in advanced non-smallcell lung cancer, colorectal cancer, and gastric cancer (Walsh et al., 2005; Teramukai et al., 2009; Ding et al., 2010) . In a study, NLR was revealed as an independent predictor of overall survival in relatively early staged operable gastric cancer (Mohri et al., 2010) . Also the preoperative NLR was associated with survival in late stage gastric cancer patients who undergone potentially curative resection (Jung et al., 2011) . Among 8759 cancer patients, it was shown that the systemic inflammationbased scores have prognostic value (Proctor et al., 2011) . Of all these inflammatory parameters, especially NLR has been reported to be a prognostic factor in gastric cancer (Hirashima et al., 1998; Yamanaka et al., 2007; Aliustaoglu et al., 2010; Shimada et al., 2010; Jung et al., 2011) . High NLR was associated with poor OS in early and late stage gastric cancer. In our study, we found that in local gastric cancer patients higher NLR levels (NLR≥2.75) were associated with a shorter survival time, but the difference was not statistically significant. On the contrary, in advanced gastric cancer patients, higher NLR levels were associated with a shorter survival time and the difference was statistically significant. Similarly to our findings, Yamanaka et al. were reported significant correlation between NLR and survival in stage IV gastric cancer patients (Yamanaka et al., 2007) .
Platelets may have an important role in tumor growth by inducing angiogenesis via vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) (Kusumanto et al., 2003; Kassim et al., 2004) . In a meta-analysis including 12,754 solid tumor patients and including twenty studies, the prognostic role of PLR was evaluated. They found that there was an association between elevated PLR and poor survival. This association was observed in various solid tumors and both for metastatic and non-metastatic disease. But they found the strongest association between PLR and survival in metastatic disease when compared with locoregional disease (Templeton et al., 2014) . Also an association between the preoperative platelet count and survival was observed in resected pancreatic adenocarcinoma (Schwarz et al., 2001; Suzuki et al., 2004; Brown et al., 2005) . But there is controversy on the effect of high platelet counts to survival outcome. Contrarily it was observed that in other gastrointestinal malignancies increased platelet counts were associated with poorer survival (Monreal et al., 1998; Schwarz et al., 2001; Suzuki et al., 2004; Brown et al., 2005; Shimada et al., 2010) . In evaluation of an ovarian mass, Topcu et al. (2014) have found that PLR may be a prognostic factor, while NLR is ineffective marker. Pretreatment NLR and PLR measurements were suggested as important prognostic factors and evaluation of these two parameters may predict a better prognosis in NSCLC patients (Unal et al., 2013) . In our study, we found that in local gastric cancer patients, survival time was shorter with higher PLR levels (PLR≥170), but the difference was not statistically significant. On the contrary, in advanced gastric cancer patients, survival time was shorter with higher PLR levels and the difference was statistically significant.
Limitations of our study are its retrospective design and low number of patients. Further well-designed prospective studies including large number of gastric cancer patients are required. Moreover, whether the cutoff value of 2.75 for NLR and 170 for PLR are correct requires further investigation.
In conclusion, peripheral blood sampling is a routinely used procedure and samples are easily obtained from patients. While NLR and PLR did not show prognosis in patients with local gastric cancer who underwent surgery and received adjuvant chemoradiotherapy, in advanced gastric cancer patients both NLR and PLR may give clue for the prognosis.
